ANZAC WEEKEND 23 April to 26 April 2010
Stan, Bethne and Bryn headed off after work on Friday night and drove straight to the Mountain
Creek campground located at the base of Mt Bogong near Tawonga and Mt Beauty. We had the
caravan all set up just after dark, then lit a small fire to cook our tea. It was quite warm so we did ’t
need a large fire for warmth. It started raining about midnight and continued to rain heavily most of
the night. The rain drops sounded very loud on the roof of the caravan falling from a long distance
from the tops of the very tall gum trees. We ould ha dly hea B y ’s s o i g o e the sou d.

Saturday morning saw us having a leisurely breakfast in the caravan, and waiting to see if any club
members would join us. Despite a very popular and busy location for bush walkers, no club
members were sighted, so we headed off to explore the tracks about mid morning. It continued to
be misty so it was a good idea to be inside the dry vehicle. We found several enjoyable locations,
including the helipad on the Hollow Way and Rootsey Spur. Most tacks in this area have a good
stone base, however, some were rather slippery after the rain.

We wound up in Mitta Mitta for a late lunch of pies and a cuppa, in the warm hospitality of the Mitta
store. We headed the long way back to camp on the Trappers Creek Road and found the lost
President about 10km from camp, heading in the wrong direction. We had been collecting fire
wood on the last few kms from camp, so quickly had a nice campfire going after arriving back. We
cooked silverside on the camp fire for dinner and invited Robbo to join us; however he had already
arranged his meal. Rob Holden arrived soon after and was treated to an already prepared meal
o pli e ts of the Willia s’.

Early to bed for the Williams, while the other two chose to repair the faults of the world over a mug
or three of port. Later our President found a big rock (60cm x 60cm), promptly fell backwards over it
and remained on the ground for some time. Hmmm. Rob H did ’t help, other than to attempt to
take photos in the dark. Hmmm. Hopefully we will see these published on the website soon,
although perhaps just in the e e ’s area (Rob, please send them in!). We have no idea how
Robbo made the climb up his vehicle to his rooftop tent for the night, but seemed none the worse
for wear in the morning, despite all the shenanigans. Rob H had less of a distance and height to get
to bed, as he spent the night in his swag under our caravan awning.

Sunday we enjoyed a sleep in, before heading off for a drive looking for some tracks that Stan had
a ked o his aps so e 17 yea s ago as ei g good . I’ sure that most of our members o ’t
need this translated. Ro
e t passe ge i Ro o’s Pat ol, a d Sta , yself a d B y
e e i the
Pajero. We followed the track past the Mt Bogong walking track starting point, which involved 13
river crossings. Well when I say river, they were actually streams. One crossing was very unusual in
that the water ran across the hill rather than down-hill. Hmmm. We estimated that we were close
to the next intersection when we discovered the road was blocked by a fallen tree. So we returned
the way we had come, 13 streams again, and found our way after an hour or so back to the other
end of the blocked track and as we are community and volunteering minded, we cleared the tree.

After all the hard work was done, a group of bushwalkers walked past, if only they had arrived half
an hour earlier to help.

We found an interestingly steep track off the Snowy Creek track, called Mulhausen Track. It rose
from 600m to 1200m in a few short kms, so we p a ti ed the
o e tu te h i ue of 4 di g
which Stan assures me is a bona-fide method. Hmmm. It may have been about this time that Robbo
decided he would like a turbo fitted to his Patrol. The Pajero performed beautifully and never looked
to be in trouble on the climb. Rob Holden enjoyed this track immensely. We came across some small
trees across the roads which were cleared without difficulty. At the base of Rootsey Spur and the
Snowy Creek Logging Track we discovered a wonderful treasure, an old cable operated excavator /
steam shovel. Warren crossed the river which was surprisingly deep and water went up over the
bonnet. Half way across we remembered Warren does ’t ha e a s orkel. Yet. Going very fast to
create a bow wave and keep the water out of the air intake is called the
o e tu te h i ue .
It’s a versatile technique apparently. Hmmm.

We again called in to Mitta Mitta for an icecream and then headed back to camp, some vehicles
more leisurely than others so as to view the beautiful sunset. There were a few slides in evidence on
the tracks from the vehicle in front. Dave Robinson headed home, and Rob Holden stayed overnight
before heading home early the next Morning. He was looking forward to cleaning up his Navara in
p epa atio fo it’s sale. Bring on the cruiser!
Monday morning saw Bethne able to take the wheel of the Pajero and drive up to Mt Emu for a
spectacular view of the take off point used by the hang-glider fraternity. This track had been very
slippery on Saturday, with a motorcyclist coming a-gutsa (technical bike term) and requiring
ambulance aid. It was still slippery but not quite so treacherous, and we were able to explore an old
hut with 50 year old graffiti on the way up. The view from the top of the Mt across the valley was
beautiful with the farmland and town buildings spread out like a patchwork quilt below us. We had
clear views of Mt Bogong and surrounding hills as well as Taronga and Mt Beauty. This was a
memorable location for our morning tea. We then headed back to camp and with a quick pack up
and lunch; we were on the road and heading home in the early afternoon after a lovely weekend in
the bush.

And for the curious, Mt Bogong means Big Fella. As no-one under 18, or over 18 for that matter,
answered this question, Stan got to keep the prizes. I ha e ’t seen him put on the princess tiara.
Yet.

Bethne 

PS I guess not everyone loves the bush like we do. We found this dump only a km from the camp
ground – office chairs and equipment, household goods. Yuck!

